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6:2. Note on Ps.eudo-AnaI.vtic Functions.
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Mathematical Institute, Nagoya University.

(Comm. by Z. StmTUNA, M. J. A., Oct. 12, 1949.)

1. Let w=f(z)--g, )-I-x, y), z xq-iy, be an inner transformation in
the sense of Stoilow in a connected domain D. Denote by E a set, in D, such
that, D and the derived set E of E have no point in common. We suppose
that

a) , , , exist and are continuous in D

b) J(z)=l > 0 at eyery point in D,
c) the function q z) defined as the ratio of major and minor axes of an

infinitesimal ellipse with centre )’(z), into which an infinitesimal circle with

centre at every point z of D is transformed by f(z), is boundedin D q(z) K.
f(z) is then called pseudo-meromorphic (K) in D).

The purpose of the present note is to give some results concerning pseudo-

conformal representations and the cluster sets of pseudo-meromorphic functions.

2. Let w--f.z) be pseudo-meromorphic (K) in a connected domain D.
It is known that the set of [z, w] where w=f(z), zD, defines a Riemann

surface , in the sense of Stoilow, spread over the w.plane. By the theory

of uniformizations of P. Koebe, there exists a function

which maps on a plane (schHcht) domain D’ of the z-plane. Consequently

we get a function z z’) (or z’(z)) which defines a pseudo-conformal mapling

(K) between D and D’, by eliminating w from, w=f.z) and z’-q’,w).
Thus we see that a function w--f(z), psvudo-meromorphic (K) in D, is a

composition of a uniform function w=q-(z), analytic in D’ and a univalent

function z’(z), pseudo-regular (K) in D.
In view of the above consideration, it may be of some interest to investi-

gate "Ve,rzerr$stz" concerning pseudo-corfformal mapping (K). We first

show that the properties of Faou and Gross-Ahlfors hold for a bounded and

univalent function, pseudo-regular (K).
Theorem 1. (Fatou’s property). Let .w=f(z)=u(r, O)+iu(r, 0), z=re

1) S. Kakutani, Applications of the theory o/ psedo-rcgdar’functions to the type-
,lroblem of Riemann su,rfaves, .lap. Iourn. of Math., col. 13 (1937), pp. 375-392.
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bounded, uuivalent and pseudo-regular (K) in z! < 1. Then there exists the
radial limit limf(retO)=,F,,eo) for almost all values of 0’,.

Proof. Consider the function

f,.;d f,.; dS ldz, (z---reo, O<ro<r<l),(1) F(r,O)--, s=o idzl
which is measurable in Lebesgue’s sense for 0 0 2zr, where

dz- dr 3r

Applying Schwarz’ inequality, we have from (1)

(.(r-to), [q(z)-{-’ q(z)-I ]. f(z;dr.

By the assumption q z)_ If, it follows that

Inteating the both sides wth rect, to 0 from 0 to 2, we get

SinCe the double integral of the right member is the area of the image of
r,) < z i< 1 by w =f,z),

where M is a fixed constant independent of .
Now, N(, O) is a non-negative and measurable function of 0 and is mono-

tone increasing as f 1. Conquently

0 IF, r, 0 ]dO<M,
’I 0

where F 0)lim F r, 0). Hence F(O) ds is finite for almost all values of
rl ’0

0; that the curves corresponding to all radii z rearo r 1, 0 0 2)
save exceptional values of 0 on the w-plane are rectifiable. In other words,

f(z) have radial limits along almost all radii.

Next, we shall state a theorem which will be ua a a lemma in the

following paragraph.

Threm 2. (Gross-Ahlfors’ property). Suppose that w =f(z) is univaenr

2) This extension of Fatou’s theorem was given by Prof. K. N)shiro.
3) See for instance R. Nevanlinna" Eindeutige analytische ’tnktionen (1936), p. 34.
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bounded and pseudo-regular (K) in an open set D and let Zo be a boundary
point o] D. Then, de,wring by Ltr) the total length of the image of O by
w=f(,), here O is the cmnn part of [,-,0=r and D, we have limL)=O.

Proof. By Ahlfo’ method, as in the pof of the preding threm,
we have

[L(r)] 2r ( [q(z)+ qz)’-I I(z) ldz[ (z=zo+reo, q’) K),

whence [U’]
hKr . ]rz) rdO.

If we had limU>O, then there wold exist two itivo
0

such that L(r)>3>0 for O<r to. Accordingly

fdrdO,

r0 <A<r0>,whence 4’ 1o-where AFro) denot e ea of the image of the inttion of
and D by w=fz). Thus we would ive at a conadictien, making r nd
to zero.

Remark. e theorem holds even if lira ,o dr dive where
,o rq r)

q(r)= m q(z). Fher, taking as L(r) the total spherical length of the

image of O by f(z). we may obtain the relation .l_m.U)O un the

aumption that fz) is -valent in D. sing the line-client d the

a-element d on the Riem phe given by

Ida! do f(z)dxdy

rtively, we can enunciate the threm in the following orm;
Supoee that w=z) .valent a seudmhie (K) in an oen

set D and let zo be a ary nt q D. Then,, deting by L(r) the total

spherical length of the image of O, by w=fl), wre O is then part of
Iz-zol=r and D we havo lira L(r)=O.

We that vious thre in the theory of eonformal reprentation

hold true if the mapping is udo-eonformal (K), using the threms and

guments similar as in M. Tsuji’s parO. For example, we can prove that

4) M. Tsuji, On the thborems of Cayathkodor!! and Lindel6f in the theory of con.
[| formal representation, Jap. Journ. of Math., vol. 7 (I930), pp. 91-99.
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Carathdodory’s theorem concerning [ordan domain: "If w.---f z) maps a Iordm
domain D conformalIy upon Iz I<I, the correspondence betveen z I<1 and D
is of a one-to-one and bicontinuous manner their, boundaries included," holds
even if the mapping is pseudo-conformal

3. Using Theorem 2, we shall enunciate that the results of K. Noshiro5)

hold for the case vhere w=fz) is pseudo-mcromorphic

Theorem 3. Let w=fz) be pseudo-mermnorPhic K) in an arbitrary

domain D. Suppose that a is a vaue be!onging to "o o but not belong-
ing to R.),) where zo is a point on the boundary C of D. Then zo becomes
necessarily accessible and z is an asymptotic value of f z) at zo.

Proof. Since the case where z0 is an isolated boundary point of D
obvious, we have only to consider the case where z is non-isolated (whence,
evidently, 0e.0) and z is finite, for brevity. Then, as in the proofv) of the
corresponding theorem of K. Noshiro, there are two positive numbers r and p
such that f(z)-cz.O for [Z-Zo!r inside D and further both

O S,m ($ e C) and U

lie outside the circle (c):lw-I<p. On the other hand, as z is a cluster
value of f z) at zo, we may find a suitabM point ’0 in
whose image wo=f,,o) lies within (c). Suppose that ’o is contained in the
componertt Do of D,. Then jC,z) is reudo-merombrphic (K) and fz)* in Do,

J/’o)- !<p and S)(O<i-zolr, :"C)
lies outside

1Now we consider the function o=,z)--.---, pseudo-regular (K’)in D,
whose cluster values at each boundary point of Do, distinct from zo, lie all

5) K. Noshiro, On the theory of the ctuser sets o/analytic f,tnctions, Journ. Fac.
of Sci. Hokkaido Imp. Univ. (1) e, No. 4 (1938), pp. 217-231.

6) We associate with z0 the following three sets of values"
(1) The cluster set ,o). This is the set of all values such that lim .f(zv).s with

a sequance [zv} of points tending to z inside D. In other words, .m is identical with
the intersection ,0,. where )r is the closure of the set ,. of values taken by w--f(z)
inside the common part of z-z, I<r and D.

(2) The cluster set ’o"v)- This is the intersection M,., where M,. denotes the closure
of the union {JSm for all belonging to the common part of C and 0<Iz-z01<r.

(3) The range of values --.:oRm’ This is the product of all value-sets , of f(z) for
(I z-zo <r) fl D.
7) See 5), pp. 218-219.
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1 Consider the Riemannian image1_. and such that [’,:o !>inside toJ< p
$0 of Do by o-.’z) and out q/,’o)=oo. Then we make a star-region with

rt to o0 in W, where W is the complement of the anl domain

d by two tgents from o0 bf the circle [o <-. Next, consider the

st-region in Gro’ n form by the sum of entsom o0 to ielar
in along along all half-lin g(-o0)=# on $0 who rojtions lie

inside W. We shall show that the line measure of the t of amplitudes of

8iI rays (by which we undetand th half-lines mting at a singular

ims in a finite distce) must equal to zero. Since there is at most an

enumerable numr of algebraic sinlariti on 0, it is sucient to show

that the t of amplitudes of the sinl rays with end Doints at tranen-

dentral singuliti is of linear meure zero. We must have the cue on

th z-lane, joining the oint 0, lying inside D0, to z0, who image is the

gment th the end oint at a tranendental sinlity. On the other

hand, as in the roof of the threm (Stnsatz)of Gro, it follows from
Threm that the line measure of the pring t is equal to zero.
Hen, almost all rays ztming from o0 in W ow u to . Since obviously

their counter-imag must always lie inside D0, our threm is prove.
Applying Threms 2 ( Remark) and 3, we may give by a diuion

simil to the roof8; of the corrponding theorem of Noshiro’s par the
following

Theorem 4. Su#po,e that wfz) is pseudo-mertorphic (K) n an arbit-
rary domain D and let zo be a non-isolated point on the Muary C of D.

Su#om #rther that f z) is at most p-valent near zo inside D. Then we have
the relation S;=.

*0
Rark. As is well known, Theorem 4 has n improv in the case

where w=.z) is a uniform function meromorphic in D. It ms dicult for

me to Drove the following theorem, when ’z) is pudo-meromorphic (K)in D:

Threm I. (The first DroDerty of urling-Kunugui); Under the assump-
tions of the first hat/of Theem 4, we have _’S()_,o , we _,,

.( o)_.() is andenae the boundary of c() or, what is the same,

open set.

8) See 5), pp. 222-223.
9) K. Kunugui, Sur un thbor$me de MM. SeideI-Bem’lhl,g,’_Proc. Imp. Acad. Tokyo,

1.5 (1939), pp. 27-32.
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However the theorem may probably be true. Nov, if Theorem I be true,

the second theorem of Beurling-KunuguP may also hold true in our ca

without modifying the proof of the corresponding theorem in K. Kunugui’s

paper:

Theorem lI, fThe second property of Beurling-Kunugui) SutOose that

--S(,oa-S(,o is non-empty, in addition to the assumptions of Theorem 1, aut
denote by ., and connected component of . Then iwludes every
valu, witk two possible exceptions, belonging to ,,.

10) K. Kunugui, Sg" un pt’obl}ce do M. A, Bu’ling, Proc. Imp. Acad. Tokyo, 16
(1940), pp. 361-366.


